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PREFACE

I want to thank all our patients who’ve posted or
sent in nice comments. It warms my heart to
hear how we have impacted our patients and
truly made a difference in their lives.
I’d like to share a story with you that a colleague
shared with me that influenced him at a young
age. This experience he had served as a model for
how we treat our patients.
When my colleague was young, his parents
discovered that he needed glasses. The glasses
made a tremendous difference in his life. He
could now see the board at school and didn’t
have to squint or sit in the front row anymore.
The real difference came from the way his
optometrist treated him. He told me he could
still remember how special his doctor made him
feel each and every time he went in to see him for
an eye exam. My colleague thought the doctor
was a genius… he could remember so much
about my colleague, what they shared with each
other from the last appointment. He made my
colleague feel 10 feet tall, and that he was an
important part of his life. My colleague never
found out if the doctor had an amazing memory
or if he wrote in the chart so he could remember
for next time.
It really doesn’t matter, because the fact was that
he made my colleague feel special. And by doing
that, the doctor became bigger than life to him.

This adult who cared about a little boy, this adult
who made a teenager feel special, this adult who
made a difference in a young man’s life. That
doctor influenced the way my colleague would
feel about his patients, too.
We help people get beautiful smiles. Smiles that
help them to be more successful in life, smiles
that help people achieve their dreams, smiles
that help people feel better about themselves.
My true hope is that we make an even bigger
difference in that patient’s life, their view of the
world, their self-image. Just like that doctor did
for my colleague.
When my team and I can truly have a lasting
effect on a person’s life, our value to our world is
incredible.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve you and
your family. On behalf of my excellent team
members, I’d like to welcome you to our practice.
With gratitude,
Dr. Alfred Penhaskashi

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

•

Our Practice is built on the key core value
that our patients are Family and that
Family Comes First

•

Over the span of our 20 years in Practice,
we have consciously built our Exceptional
Team.

•

The Center of our Patient Care is
consistent dental education along with
Open and Honest Communication

•

Through our commitment to Excellence
and Innovation our patients receive
exceptional Dental Care using CuttingEdge Technology

•

Our Team Commitment to Higher
Education
guarantees
that
we
continuously strive to be Masters of our
Dental Specialty.

•

We believe everything is better together.
This is reflected through our Dental
Community mentorship and partnership
programs, The Dental Hour & Hygiene
Hour with Dr. P

•

As a referral Centrix practice, our goal is
to include our referring doctors in all
levels of patient care. Our Doctor-toDoctor IPAD Program allows for both
doctors and patient to be together

throughout patient treatment process &
care
•

From
daily
Team
meetings
to
departmental cross-training, our Practice
is committed to having The Perfect Day
while celebrating the success and
transformation of all Patients.

•

The Joy and Happiness in treating our
patients with great personal care is a
direct result of our commitment to
Work/Life Balance

Our Daily Mantra:
In Pursuit of Excellence in Dentistry Through
Inspiration… Education… Collaboration…
Transformation

This book is dedicated to my family. For it is
them who I truly work as hard as I do.
Thank you all for your support and
encouragement.
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Excellent service, on-time and always cordial!
Going to the dentist is never a pleasant experience
specially after breaking a molar. But Dr. Penhaskashi
and his staff have the unique talents and attitude to
turn things around and make you feel better.
Excellent service, on-time and always cordial. The
doctor takes take to explain to you the procedure,
benefits, etc. The staff is also very professional and
friendly.
Highly recommend Dr. P!
-

Elias Chavando (1)

1

Dr. Penhaskashi, DDS is an excellent, caring
periodontist
Dr. Penhaskashi, DDS is an excellent, caring
periodontist, who heads an office that lives up to his high
standards. The professional staff shows the same respect
to each other at they show to the patients.
My surgery was carefully explained, and as each step
was performed, it was explained again. Since surgery, I
have received two calls. One from Dr. P (that's how the
staff refers to him) about six hours after surgery, asking,
"How was I doing?" And the next day, from his assistant
to see if I was having any problems. I was scheduled for
a post-op visit in seven days.
The surgical operatory is both an electronic marvel and
remarkably comfortable. Great care is taken to keep
pain to an absolute minimum.
Electronically, large monitors display photographs, Xrays, and images from the in-house "CT" scanner. A GPS
device assists in the accurate placement of implants. The
dental chair is comfortable and, if preferred, the patient
can wear a Sennheiser headset with your choice of
music. The view from the surgical suites' windows, of the
north San Fernando Valley, is impressive.
The elevator building is wheelchair accessible including
bathrooms. Hand sanitizers are available on each floor
before entering the elevator. Easy ADA compliant
parking is available in a large lot. Parking is reasonable.
There is no additional charge for valet service.

- Cary Brown (2)

2

Very professional and also very pleasant.
Love Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff!! Very
professional and also very pleasant. I look actually
forward to going to my appointments.
-

Victoria Morgan (3)

I appreciated his honesty and integrity in his work.
Very professional and friendly staff. Very
welcoming environment. Overall, a great team.
Doctor Penhaskashi is amazing. He is knowledgeable,
experienced, and thorough. He is a well known doctor
in the region. My dentist referred me to consult with
him. He has also treated my mother. He is truly great
at what he does.
He really spends time with his patients. He asks all the
right questions to get to the bottom of the problem and
then he offers solutions and options. He tells you
exactly what you need to do and what is unnecessary
to do. I appreciated his honesty and integrity in his
work.
-

Hali Aziz (4)

3

Service is always great and thorough.
I highly recommend Dr. Penhaskashi to everyone!
Service is always great and thorough. I commute over
100 miles for the comfort and expertise provided by
Dr P and his staff.
-

Jose J. Cuerva (5)

4

The staff were super friendly, helpful…
I had a great experience at Dr Alfred’s office! I
actually got the time of my appointment wrong, and
they kindly accommodated me later that day. The staff
were super friendly, helpful, and also gave me a
discount on the procedure I decided to have done,
since it was more expensive than I expected. Thanks so
much and highly recommended! I feel in safe hands
for my upcoming surgery!
-

Emily Coupe (6)

5

The staff are so kind.
I was referred here by my orthodontist. Margaret
T, the treatment coordinator, was so helpful. She
answered all my questions and concerns I had. She
gave me all my paperwork and worked out a payment
plan that was helpful to me. Very understanding and
the staff are so kind.
-

Nena Caballero (7)
I happily give him and his staff 5 stars!

I had the best experience going to see doctor
Penhaskashi! He attentively listened to my concerns
and explained all my options in a caring and
professional manner!
I happily give him and his staff 5 stars! 👍😄
-

Mari Adelstein (8)

6

I am beyond extremely pleased with his work…
Dr. P is a highly skilled periodontist who has been
looking after my gums for almost 20 years. He has
also done two dental implants that have never given
me a day of trouble. I am beyond extremely pleased
with his work, I give it a 10. He is a warm, caring man
with an outstanding and friendly staff. He also has
high quality dental hygienists. I highly recommend Dr.
P.
-

Ken Spring (9)

7

Dr. Penhaskashi is very competent and friendly and
at the same time extremely professional.
Dr. Penhaskashi is very competent and friendly
and at the same time extremely professional. We are
quite happy with the care we’re getting. The support
staff is exceptional, and I was quite put at ease during
an extensive procedure. And last, but not least,
Margaret continues to be amazing!
Had a great visit with Mary, the dental hygienist.
Very thorough, friendly and informative.
-

TJ Singh (11)

8

Mary has to be one of the best hygienists in the
profession.
After many years of having my periodontal issues
treated by Dr, Penhaskashi, I am very pleased that I
have all my teeth and do not fear that I will lose any
teeth. Mary has to be one of the best hygienists in the
profession.
-

Ronald Consiglio (12)

9

Best decision I made to get a second opinion from
Dr. P
Best decision I made to get a second opinion from
Dr. Penhaskashi. To start with, the entire staff was so
friendly with the feeling that they all loved their jobs.
Next I was shown to a room where I met Margaret,
who took down a complete history and more. She was
amazing and I felt I was with family. Finally, Dr.
Penhaskashi. What a thorough exam! He asked me
questions I’ve never been asked before, and it was very
clear to me that he would be able to help me. He took
his time, didn’t miss checking all places in my mouth,
and then told me the treatment plan he thought would
be best. There is no hesitation that he is the one to
correct my problem. I couldn’t recommend anyone
better!
-

Fran Holtzman (13)

10

The caring, the professionality, the empathy - it’s all
priceless and flawless!
I have been a patient of Dr P. for more then15
years. I would not see another doctor nor any other
dental hygienist. The caring, the professionality, the
empathy - it’s all priceless and flawless! Keep on the
excellent work guys! we love you!
-

Roy Lansky (14)
Great experience for first visit.

Great experience for first visit. Very Professional
and helpful office team and a very knowledgeable and
easy to understand doctor. Highly recommend.
-

Shana Nazari (15)

11

I would never go anywhere else.
As always, the care and attention to the patient is
amazing the Dr and his nurses and staff sincerely care
about you. I would never go anywhere else. I love how
nice my teeth feel after Mary is done cleaning.
-

Joni Gross (16)
Mary has always done an excellent job.

Mary has always done an excellent job. Today I
was rewarded with a better than average report.
-

Lanny West (17)

I love that they give you options and do not pressure
you.
The staff is wonderful! They are very informative
and patient with you... the Dr. and his staff explain in
detail every step of the way. I love that they give you
options and do not pressure you~ if you can wait to
have a procedure, they tell you!
-

Christine McDougall (18)
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Most professional and trustworthy doctor or dental
office I’ve ever been to.
Most professional and trustworthy doctor or
dental office I’ve ever been to. Dr. Penhaskashi and all
his staff are super competent and friendly. Every year
he adds something new technology wise to his practice
which shows he is constantly trying to make his
practice better and demonstrates he really cares about
his patients. I especially like his educational videos
that play while you are waiting for your appointment.
-

Cynthia Zahorik (19)

…the staff and doctor made me feel very much at
ease.
I was very nervous with this being my first ever
periodontist appointment, the staff and doctor made
me feel very much at ease, thank you guys again. Dr.
Penhaskashi was very thorough and answered any
questions I had! I can tell he wants his patients to
know what is going on with their teeth and health :)
Margaret was also very helpful and kind during my
appointment :)
-

Andrea Malagon (20)
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I had a great experience.
Dr Penhaskashi and staff are wonderful and
professional. I see them every 6 months to make sure
my gums are in good shape. Teeth cleaning was great
and every step is explained. All in all I had a great
experience.
-

Suzi Oliver (21)

I do not speak English very well, so his team made
sure to explain everything well in Spanish for me.
Dr. Penhaskashi did an amazing job with my
operation. Him and his team were friendly and clear
when explaining my procedure. I do not speak English
very well so his team made sure to explain everything
well in Spanish for me. I am very pleased with the
team and Dr. Penhaskashi.
-

Uriel Lira (22)
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I fell in love with [Dr. P] all most immediately.
Dr. P is very professional comprehensive and
explains things for laypersons to understand I fell in
love with him all most immediately.
-

James Bigler (23)
Well worth the money.

Dr. Penhaskashi did an excellent job. He grew
bone where I never suspected it would grow. This
doctor is amazing and the staff. Get a hold of
Margaret or go through Margaret. Well worth the
money.
-

Carmen Olson (24)
I will never go elsewhere.

I have always been a fearful patient. The entire
staff is calming and helpful. I will never go elsewhere.
So glad I found Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff!
-

Bill Faulconer (25)
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Dr. Penhaskashi is very skilled…
Very professional and friendly staff and doctor.
Dr. Penhaskashi is very skilled and provided for me a
completely successful procedure.
-

Corey (26)
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It was an easy choice to proceed…
Wonderful experience, which says a lot since, like
many, I do not enjoy the dentist office and this is next
level. From the first phone call with Yasim to my first
meeting with Margaret, the treatment coordinator, I
was made to feel at ease. Dr Penhaskashi came in and
between the doctor and Margaret it was an easy
choice to proceed with the gum graft procedure.
The day of the procedure Lorena provided great prep
and Dr Penhaskashi made sure I was feeling ok and
completed the gun graft procedure in a timely manner
with little to no discomfort. Louise who assisted
during the procedure was a great and made sure I
had everything I needed for after care.
Easy location right off the 101 on Balboa, great staff
(very welcoming and knowledgeable) and a great
Doctor made my experience a good one!
- Mercle Gomez (27)
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…did a very good job cleaning my teeth.
I would like to say that Christina did a very good
job cleaning my teeth. She was thorough and
explained how I could improve my oral health. Also,
the office was careful about COVID-19 hygiene.
-

James Levin (28)
I will never fear dental implants again.

I will never fear dental implants again. Dr
Penhaskashi is an excellent and exceptional doctor,
extremely knowledgeable and experienced in this very
special form of dentistry. I experienced no pain nor
bleeding, even the swelling was minimal. All
instructions were easy to follow and I healed
beautifully. Thank You Dr Penhaskashi!
-

Charlotte Sciarabba (29)
I truly love this office!

Amazing dental office! What is even better than
the doctor himself is his wonderful staff. All the ladies:
Brooke, Vanessa, Jennifer and all, will take excellent
care of you from start to finish. I truly love this office
and would recommend them to anyone who has
dental fear or anxiety!
-

D Zel (30)
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I left with a healthier prettier smile.
Jennifer and Mary are so sweet and personable!
My teeth were in horrible condition, they made me feel
welcomed and not ashamed. I left with a healthier
prettier smile and well informed thanks again Dr.P!
-

Jazmin H. (31)

19

I am very confident that I received the best quality of
care.
Earlier today I had multiple procedures at Dr.
Penhaskashi’s office. I had an implant placed on my
lower right jaw, laser treatment for the infection
and/or periodontal disease on the upper right and
lower right side of my mouth, and laser disinfection of
my upper right implant. With all these treatments that
are needed to be done at the same time, I was already
expecting an uncomfortable experience, but
everything went great. I was comfortable all
throughout the procedure. Dr. Penhaskashi performed
all the treatments using high quality equipment for
treating periodontal disease and implant placement.
His precision and excellent chairside manner reflected
his almost 30 years of expertise. The clinical
assistants, Vanessa and Lorena were very caring and
attentive to my needs. I am very confident that I
received the best quality of care at Dr. Penhaskashi’s
office. I highly recommend this amazing office to
anyone who needs dental implant, periodontal
surgery, and laser treatment.
-

Geraldine Hagedorn (32)
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Provides superior care and will go above and beyond
to make you feel comfortable!
Dr. Penhaskashi did a couple of gum grafts for me
a few months ago and the results are fantastic! I went
to my dentist to get a cleaning afterwards and she
couldn’t even tell where the gum grafts were because
they looked so perfect and normal. Dr. Penhaskashi
and his staff provide superior care and will go above
and beyond to make you feel comfortable. Dr.
Penhaskashi is the best!
-

Lisa Friedman (33)
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[The entire staff] exemplified the ultimate in patient
care.
I had an appointment with Dr Penhaskashi, who
comes highly recommended by a neighbor, for a bad
periodontal issue with one of my molars that nagged
me for a while. A laser procedure was performed and
a few days later, the has subsided totally and life is
good.
Thank you, Dr Penhaskashi, for your patience and
good manner in explaining the situation fully. You and
your entire staff exemplified the ultimate in patient
care. I will highly recommend your services to all my
family and friends. Thank you again.
Be well and stay well, George Ackad
-

George Ackad (34)
Very thorough and did an amazing job!

This office was excellent! Extremely clean and
professional. Dr. Penhaskashi is very thorough and
did an amazing job on my complicated procedure. I
would recommend this practice highly!
-

Donna Dolenz (35)

22

I feel secure in knowing the staff will always make
me comfortable.
Dr. P makes going to the periodontist not only
tolerable, but I feel secure in knowing the staff will
always make me comfortable. The whole office greets
you, the patient, with smiles and lovely greetings.
Above all, I trust Dr. P that he will do a great job, as I
have had an implant and laser surgery by him and
continue to visit his office.
-

Karen Eshel (36)

I love how they make a person feel very welcome.
He is a beautiful person. Dr. Penhaskashi and his
office are just too damn beautiful. I love how they
make a person feel very welcome, how well they talk
to you, explain themselves to you to make you
understand what's going on. Overall I think that all of
them are very outstanding. And, yes. I do tell people
about (Dr. P) office and his team: Beautiful! Great job
to you all.
-

Tia Hudson (37)
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We are very happy to be in [Dr P’s] care.
Margret was awesome and we really appreciated
all the help and care that she gave us and Dr
Penhaskashi was both caring and thorough and we
are very happy to be in his care.
-

Kaveri Singh (38)
Dr Penhaskashi is worth it.

First, I have to say that I never do reviews. This is
my first and probably only review that I will ever do
for anyone. I am a boomer and not used to sharing
with the whole world my thoughts. But this one review
is worth doing. Dr Penhaskashi is worth it. I will not
go into detail only to say his care, his office staff his
competence, his health and safety protocols are worth
this rave review. Thank you.
-

Donna Lane, PSY.D (39)
There were no wait times!

Office was very clean, staff was super friendly,
and there were no wait times. The doctor took a lot of
time explaining my options to me. Would highly
recommend.
-

Cory Diebold (40)
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Dr. P and team have made me feel very comfortable
and confident in my procedures.
I was specifically referred to Dr. P from my dental
hygienist for the specific care that I need, and Dr. P
and team have made me feel very comfortable and
confident in my procedures. One major aspect I
admire about this team is the professionalism and
caring from both the front desk and dental team.
They're so good at what they do, and this is a team
you would want to take care of you.
-

Dana Demerdjian (41)
So professional!

I have been a patient of this office since 1994.
Everyone from the office staff, Hygienist and Dentist
are first class. So professional. Other dental/medical
offices throughout the city should use this office as a
model of professionalism. 👏👏
-

Pamela Arnold (42)
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From day one they were great.
From day one they were great. Dr. Penhaskashi
was so friendly and patient. On my last visit Mary
was awesome and made the time fly by.
-

CML (43)
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If I could give Dr Penhaskashi ten stars I would.
I had a laser treatment today, I was very
apprehensive prior to treatment however, I was
worried about nothing; it was painless. Post-op I had
no pain and no swelling which I was happy. I followed
all the Post-op Instructions. The office was set up and
prepped to lessen my fears on the COVID-19 making
everything comfortable. The staff was very
professional and kind, especially Jennifer. If I could
give Dr Penhaskashi ten stars I would. He explained
what he was going to do in detail, which I
appreciated, and all went very well.
-

Maxine and David Adelson (44)
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I was apprehensive at first, but the staff were very
pleasant and friendly made me feel at ease.
Dr. Penhaskashi did excellent work on my two
implants done on the same day. When I arrived at the
clinic, I was apprehensive at first. But the staff were
very pleasant and friendly made me feel at ease. The
procedure went smoothly. The following day I
received a call from Dr. Penhaskashi checking up on
my condition. I didn't have any complaints, no
discomfort and no swelling around the implants a day
after the procedure. Thank you doctor and staff for the
great patient care.
-

Walley S. (45)
…The ideal experience!

I’m always nervous before going to a new medical
office and talking about potential procedures, but the
entire staff here made me at ease. Everyone was
extremely friendly and professional- the ideal
experience!
-

Annalise Welte (46)
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Very professional and a painless surgery.
Brooke and Vanessa and Dr P were amazing.
Very professional and a painless surgery. His
assistants were very informative and patient.
-

David Jackson (47)

Prompt, professional and overall great people.
Dr. P and his staff are amazing. Prompt,
professional and overall great people. They always
take great care of my wife and I. We couldn’t be
happier.
-

JJ Turner (48)

A most professional, caring and comfortable dental
practice.
A most professional, caring and comfortable
dental practice. Complying, if not exceeding, all
governmental safety guidelines with state of the art
equipment. a very friendly environment.
-

Mel Keiser (49)
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Dr. P is the absolute best.
Dr. P is the absolute best; incredibly professional,
and his staff is fabulous!
-

Neil Eisner (50)
I felt very safe there.

Dr P handled my dental emergency today . He
explained everything to me before and was very
thorough and precise. The office is very equipped with
COVID precautions. I felt very safe there with
everything they have done to ensure patient and staff
safety including filters and fogging.
-

Marjorie Webb (51)

Their level of knowledge and caring is exceptional.
I have been going to Dr. Penhaskashi and his
hygienists for years, for implants, periodontal
surgery, and dental hygiene. Their level of knowledge
and caring is exceptional, and I am more than
delighted with their service.
-

Miriam R. Dexter (52)
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Every question is answered and explained.
Very professional but very open and friendly. Dr.
P and his staff are top-notch. Every question is
answered and explained, and of course Dr. P's work is
exemplary. Couldn't ask for better.
-

The Pintore (53)

Experienced,knowledgeable, likeable periodontist
and staff.
I had laser gum surgery with Dr. Penhaskashi in
August. Nice things:
experienced, knowledgeable, likeable periodontist and
staff, no bleeding or pain post surgery, great dental
maintenance instructions and follow-up, gum
problems resolved. I recommend Dr. Penhaskashi!
-

Nancy Garza (54)
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Cannot say enough good things about this office.
Very professional doctor and staff. I felt assured
at all times. The doctor was informative and attentive.
Also, they kept in touch with me during the entire
quarantine time! Cannot say enough good things
about this office; the staff checked on me regularly
though calls, emails and text messages. I’d definitely
recommend them!
-

Violet Khodagolian (55)
Always a very good experience

Always a very good experience the staff and
service awesome!!!!
-

Michelle Lescout (56)
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[Dr. P’s] professional decorum is outstanding.
Dr. Penhaskashi is the best periodontal surgeon
I've experienced. I couldn't even feel the injections he
gave me in my gums. He has an amazing technique
that distracts the patient while he's injecting. He also
has a fabulous personality and a way of obtaining the
patients trust in his expertise. He has a special
surgical and bone grafting technique that restores
bone loss and with this technique he saved 4 of my
teeth. I also needed implants for three areas that I had
teeth pulled in the past. The implants went very
smoothly and practically painless. His professional
decorum is outstanding. I recommend him to all my
friends and relatives. They all feel the same way about
him. Also his entire staff is courteous, professional and
kind. They all help you in any way they can. You feel
very well taken care of in this office. May God Bless
them all always.
-

Millie Cruz (57)
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Everyone in the office is so caring, kind and
understanding.
I am a patient of dr. Penhaskashi for many years,
and I could not be pleased more than I am! Everyone
in the office is so caring, kind and understanding; so
professional and knowledgeable! I would recommend
it to anyone who is looking for an excellent, simply the
best specialists!
-

Tatiana Koreneva (58)
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All-in-all, they are a wonderful, well-rounded team.
Dr.P is the best. I’ve had several Implants placed
over the years and never had any complaints or issues
with [this office]. Dr.P and his staff are wonderful. But
Brooke… she’s amazing. She will do all she can to
make you happy and fit you in when you really need
it. All-in-all, they are a wonderful, well-rounded team.
I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS OFFICE!
-

DM Smith (59)
Dr. P is a kick.

Everyone is kind & efficient. And the office is very
attractive. Dr. P is a kick. Very pleasant experience.
-

Chrisofavon1 (60)
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Have never been happier with a Dentist.
I saw Dr. Penhaskashi for a crown lengthening
and have never been happier with a Dentist. His office
is clean, his staff is friendly and he’s an informative
and caring Dentist. I have a lot of anxiety in regard to
dental care, Dr. Penhaskashi and his team were
welcoming and made me feel comfortable throughout
the entire process. As someone who has bounced
around dental work, I can’t recommend Dr.
Penhaskashi any higher.
-

Jake Hartline (61)
Wouldn’t go anywhere else!

Dr. P and his staff are amazing! They hygienist
and Dr. P are very thorough and thoughtful. Well put
together office, great environment. Wouldn’t go
anywhere else!
-

Monique Marti (62)
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They truly go above and beyond for their patients!
Dr. P and his staff are truly some of the kindest,
most personable and like able people I have ever met.
They made me feel at home, comfortable, taken care
of, and supported during a rather
complicated/difficult impacted tooth extraction, bone
graft and gum graft procedure.
I cannot say enough about how awesome his office is!
They truly go above and beyond for their patients! I
would/will recommend all of my family members and
friends to Dr. P for any/all of their future periodontal
needs.
-

Tasha West (63)
The experience was good.

I had soft tissue (gum) grafting done by Dr.P. The
experience was good. I had “happy gas” (N2O)
which helped me relax during procedure. Post-op
I had no swelling and minimal discomfort. I
highly recommend Dr. Penhaskashi.
-

Louise K (64)
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Great service, friendly staff. Dr P is the best.
Great service, friendly staff. Dr P is the best. My
implants have been trouble-free for many years.
Professional well-trained staff. I would highly
recommend Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff.
-

Alan Jeffrey (65)
FABULOUS!

This office is FABULOUS, ever since my husband
and I started back in 1970. We have been coming here
for almost 50 years. We love our hygienist Mary she
does a great job and has everyone has a great
personality here.
-

BillEllinor Hedgcock (66)
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I’ve always felt so well attended to.
Today was my first appointment with Dr.
Penhaskashi and I couldn’t be any happier with him
and his team! I was referred by my general dentist to
him and ever since they’ve been taking care of me over
the phone and through email (due to COVID-19
guidelines), everything has been smooth, and I’ve
always felt so well attended to. Thanks to Margaret
for being so attentive and helpful! She’s the best! Dr.
Penhaskashi was so helpful, answered all my
questions thoroughly, and so descriptive and
supportive of everything! Love him and staff already!
-

Dalva Rico (67)

If you’re having to get implants, [Dr. P’s] the doctor to
do it.
Dr. Penhaskashi has done two different implants:
upper and lower. I felt I had to let anyone know, if
you’re having to get implants, he's the doctor to do it.
You may not believe this but for me I've experienced
no pain in those procedures. He's the best
-

Stephen Poirier (68)
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Definitely a 5-star experience.
It was definitely a 5-star experience. I felt very
comfortable even with the new Covid 19 protocol.
-

Laurel Alweil (69)

They are all first-rate healthcare professionals.
Dr. P is beyond kind, as is his entire office. They
are all first-rate healthcare professionals who
sincerely care about their patients. I fly in from my
home in Reno, NV to see him. He is that special. It
doesn’t get much better than Dr. P!
-

Irene Reznick (70)
Amazing first visit!

Amazing first visit!!! Friendly professional staff.
-

Sonia Falkenstein (71)
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[Dr. P] makes a point to make you feel comfortable
and holds your hand through the process.
Everyone in the office was professional and
genuinely nice. I was thoroughly walked through each
step of my process by Dr. Penhaskashi. He makes a
point to make you feel comfortable and holds your
hand through the process. I wish I had been referred
to his office sooner.
-

DIYTooles with Ty Tooles (72)
You will not be disappointed.

He’s a great doctor; very loving and caring passionate about what he has been going here for
years. I highly recommend him. You will not be
disappointed.
-

Brandon Goverman (73)
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Very thorough and put me at ease…
I have had two separate procedures done by Dr.
Penhaskashi, who was recommended to me by my
dentist. One was a a gum problem a few years ago
and the other was an implant last year. In both cases,
I found him and his staff to be excellent. I felt very
comfortable with the procedures and the follow-ups.
The doctor is very thorough and put me at ease in
what could have been a painful and scary scenario.
There was no pain at all during the implant procedure
and the aftereffects were minimal. I hope I don't need
this kind of work done again, but if I do, I will
certainly go to Dr. P.
-

Amy Schneider (74)

Highly skilled, experienced, and compassionate.
The best oral surgeon right here in LA. Highly
skilled, experienced, and compassionate. Fair and
honest. I’m so grateful to my wonderful dentist for
recommending him.
-

Mirette Seireg (75)
Welcoming, friendly staff.

Well decorated office. Welcoming, friendly staff.
Thorough exam. Dr took time to explain what he
suggested.
-

Jackie Wissen (76)
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Everyone in the office was very friendly and made me
feel at ease.
Dr. Penhaskashi did multiple extractions, bone
grafts, sinus augmentation and implants on me.
Everyone in the office was very friendly and made me
feel at ease with all my visits. Dr. Penhaskashi always
personally called to follow up on me after each
surgery. Despite the multiple procedures, I
experienced minimal discomfort after the surgery. My
sincere thanks to the entire staff.
8/19/2020
I came in for uncovering of an implant. As usual, the
staff were very professional. The procedure went very
smoothly and fast. Outstanding infection control
procedures. Thank you, Louise, for putting me at ease.
Again, thank you Dr. Penhaskashi for the swift and
painless visit.
-

Abraham Tan (77)
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This place is very clean…
This place is very clean, staff very nice, explained
everything; even showed a video to better educate me.
I would recommend to family and friends.
-

Christina Barbato (78)
I feel extremely lucky…

Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff are the best. I feel
extremely lucky to have found such an incredible
doctor.
-

Valeria Charles (79)

I especially appreciated how he took his time and did
not rush at all.
I came to see Dr. P for a consultation. Dr. P and
his staff were so professional, kind, and helpful. The
doctor explained every step of the procedure I will
need to have done and answered all of my questions. I
especially appreciated how he took his time and did
not rush at all. Highly recommend.
-

Melissa Nabatian (80)
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Dr. P is very, very kind.
Dr. P is very, very kind. He listens to your
concerns. He spends a lot of time with his patients. The
staff is also great and friendly very well-maintained
office.
-

Jacqueline Alliance (81)
Love this office!

Love this office! And that says a lot because I don’t
like going to the dentist. But, from the front office - to the back office, everyone is kind, considerate, and
knowledgeable! And Dr P is just the best!
-

Dahn Ballard (82)
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Great doctor, great staff!
Great doctor, great staff: everyone is so
competent, accommodating, professional, and
compassionate. One important note: I had an implant
fail once some years ago because I smoked - and the
successful implant I recently had done with Dr.
Penhaskashi et al. was *after* I quit my decades-long
smoking addiction. If you're having a dental implant
done, please *please* quit smoking - at the very least
for the weeks surrounding the implant procedure, but
optimally quitting *entirely*. The doctor & his staff
can only do so much to make your implant successful;
you *also* have to help it heal. Cigarettes are the
biggest anti-healing factor.
-

QuoterGal Hatch (83)

All the people who work there are so attentive and
kind
I took my daughter to Dr. Penhaskashi for
treatment. His office is so professional and all the
people who work there are so attentive and kind. Dr.
Penhaskashi explained everything to us before he
started his treatment and made sure my daughter was
comfortable. I love this office!!
-

Arleen Azar (84)
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Thanks for the thorough cleaning and safety measure
to make me feel safe!
Updating: Just went in for my 6-month cleaning
with Mary Gross. I was impressed by the safety
protocols in place. You wait in your car until called in,
get a temperature check and attest to your COVID
screening questions, then are welcomed into the room
where you wash your hands. The staff are all decked
out with lots of PPE. The assistant that helped Mary,
Maria, was great. I could see how their new structure
of having the assistants there to help the hygienists
worked to keep things safe and secure. There were
several new machines in the room to help with
keeping the air clean which looked impressive and I'm
sure a big investment. Dr. Penhaskashi has done a
great job in protecting his staff and patients. And it
feels so nice to have clean teeth!! Thanks guys for the
thorough cleaning and safety measure to make me feel
safe!
Thanks Dr. P!
-

Kirsten Taitelbaum (85)
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Always excellent!
My experience with Dr Penhaskashi and his staff
has always been excellent!
-

Atiy Nafari (86)
I was able to relax under [Dr. P’s] care.

I've had excellent dental treatment from Dr.
Penhaskashi. He listened to my concerns, gave me
excellent advice, and I was able to relax under his
care. I highly recommend him.
-

James Pasternak (87)

Professional, knowledgeable, patient and friendly.
I love Dr Penhaskashi, DDS and his entire office.
Great job on two dental implants, and a number of
other procedures. Professional, knowledgeable,
patient and friendly. Gave me an excellent referral for
a new dentist when mine retired.
-

Charlotte Taylor (88)
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Excellent Care.
Excellent Care. Very conscious about Covid 19.
-

Cyrus Farzad (89)
Dr. P is the best!

I just had implant surgery this morning and feel
no pain! Dr. P is the best!!!
-

Andrea Fields (90)
… have always experienced excellent service.

I've been going here for 3 years and have always
experienced excellent service from Dr. Penhaskashi
and his staff!
-

Nazanin Fardin (91)
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Dr P… An artist?
I was concerned about pain, and about how well
my gums would heal. Dr. Penhaskashi addressed all
my concerns and more. I appreciate him more as an
artist in his craft. Somehow, he minimized the pain I
would usually feel. Honestly, I have had deep cleaning
done on my gums that was more painful than the
surgery. I have every faith you will get the same great
care as I have.
-

Gary Fischer (92)
[The] office runs like a well-oiled machine.

Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff are extremely
professional. After a lengthy procedure, I can say, I
was provided detailed information from the first
appointment to current, including billing and all
follow up visits. His office runs like a well-oiled
machine, and I appreciate that.
-

Terri Conte (93)
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Professional and courteous
Professional and courteous welcome and
treatment.
-

Morton Rochman (94)

Dr Penhaskashi is very friendly, very professional
and very caring. He took the time to explain
everything in detail where you can understand what
needs to be done. His staff are very friendly as well
and made me feel very comfortable as soon as I
walked through the door. I highly recommend going
to Dr. P.
-

Jennifer Catama (95)
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Dr. P is very personable, gentle and listens to your
concerns.
The entire office is so professional. Everyone
knows their job and execute it perfectly. The procedure
is explained clearly, step by step. All questions are
answered. Dr. P is very personable, gentle and listens
to your concerns. There was no pain involved in
pulling my tooth as well as inserting the post. He is the
BEST. Thank you Dr. P.
-

Barbara Simpson (96)
… the best!

Dr P and staff are the best! Would post more but
had a procedure this afternoon ...
-

Jacque Vogel (97)
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I feel very confident in using their practice.
I have been a patient for many years. The staff is
very friendly. My hygienist is Darlene and she does a
wonderful job. In addition to my regular cleaning, I
have needed a couple of gum procedures. They went
very well.
I feel very confident in using their practice and
recommend them highly.
-

Donna Jorgensen (98)
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…always personable and professional
I have been seeing Dr. Penhaskashi for a very
long time. He is always personable and professional
and spends a good amount of time talking about any
issues he thinks or you think you have.
-

Veronica P (99)
If you want the best, go to the best.

If you want the best, go to the best.. Their office is
truly professional, and always provided the utmost
comfort and care. I know first-hand.
-

Judy Davidson (100)
[I] am very pleased with my smile again.

Dr. Penhaskashi is great. He did five dental
implants for me. I had almost very little pain
afterwards and am very pleased with my smile again.
I highly recommend Dr. Penhaskashi.
-

Don Salka (101)
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He has always treated me with caring attention.
I have been going to Dr. Penhaskashi for many
years and always found the office to be a pleasant
experience, He has always treated me with caring
attention and my implant which is several years old
has stood up very well with no problems.
-

Elaine McConnell (102)
Dr. P has saved my teeth and smile :)

Saying you love the dentist and their staff is
usually cause to check for a fever. After having laser
periodontal surgery by Dr. P, for the first time in my
adult life, I have "pockets" that used to measure up to
10 are now 2's and 3's! It was amazing to be able to go
back to work without cut gums and packing. When I
left my follow up cleaning with Mary, I was doing the
happy dance. I have never, I repeat never, left a
dentist office happy! Dr. P has saved my teeth and
smile :)
-

Carol Marmor (103)
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I felt very confident and comfortable…
Dr. P and his staff are professional, kind, caring
and efficient. I felt very confident and comfortable
with all of the hygiene and safety measures that are in
place in the office.
-

Nancy Beach (104)
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[Dr. P] is a master.
My experiences have been most positive with Dr.
Penhaskashi and his staff. First, the office is
immaculate and well organized. Second, his staff is
efficient, focused, kind and caring. Those two points
give one an indication of how the doctor operates.
Sanitation is first. The waiting room is spacious with a
plethora of magazines, coffee, water and wonderful
energy. The doctor is happy, explains procedures
reviews your records with you. He is confident,
meticulous and has miracle hands. I have had three
implants and they are top of the line and they were a
success and still are many years later!

The procedure is comfortable considering what it
entails. Before the procedure, the staff mails pre-op
instructions and calls in prescriptions. Post _op is
the same. There is virtually no pain after the
surgery and the healing is rapid. The doctor is
excellent and he's very encouraging throughout the
surgery. This is all accomplished, because its a team
effort in the office. No one is ever left unattended.
A special thank you to Dr. Penhaskashi for his
expertise, knowledge and skill. He is a master. And
a thank you to Jennifer who has been patient and
kind with me. No fear or concern needed. You’re in
good hands and will have a beautiful smile, healthy
mouth, body, health and spirit as a result.
-

Lenore Fusano (105)
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Office is clean, bright and comfortable.
Very nice doctor who explains with details and
back up on why and what could happen.
I felt he was honest and really mastered his craft to
assure the best positive outcome.
Scheduled all appointments before I left.
His staff is also accommodating and supportive.
Office is clean, bright and comfortable.
-

Theresa Robinson (106)
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[Dr. P] seems to always have the patient’s interest in
mind.
Great and caring service by Dr. Penhaskashi and
his staff. Very professional, prompt, clean and caring.
Dr. Penhaskashi takes a pragmatic and conservative
approach to treatment and seems to have the patient's
interest in mind at all times. His hygienists are
excellent and thorough, as is Dr. Penhaskashi. If you
are looking for a warm, but professional environment
where you know you are in good hands, this office is
it.
-

Benjamin Tysch (107)
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During the procedure I kept thinking "this is
miraculous!”
Dr. Penhaskashi is brilliant and an exceptional
master at his profession. I was fearful for years and
kept putting off treatment for my gum recession. The
sensitivity was getting worse, and I knew it was
overdue. Gosh, was I surprised at how very little
discomfort there really was during and after the
procedure yesterday. Doctor was gentle and efficient,
and it went very well! Dr. P and staff made me feel
very comfortable the entire time. There was so little
discomfort that I regret waiting so long.

During the procedure I kept thinking "this is
miraculous"! I am thankful to be able to keep my
own teeth in a healthy state once again! A million
thanks to Dr P and staff for making this
experience so successful. And I would highly
recommend everyone get your gums/teeth cared
for without delay!!! Sincerely, Annette
-

Annette Skinner (108)
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I have been extremely happy with my experience
with his practice.
I have been with Dr. Penhaskashi since he took
over the practice from my former periodontist. I have
been extremely happy with my experience with his
practice. Both the Doctor and my hygienist (Mary) are
quick to notice any problem areas that I may have and
I trust them completely. I wouldn't not hesitate to
recommend the practice to family or friends.
-

Janet Miller (109)
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[Dr. P] ensured that I didn't have pain during the
procedure.
Dr. Penhaskashi is very nice. He made sure that I
understood the procedure. He ensured that I didn't
have pain during the procedure. He called to check up
on me to make sure that I was okay after the
procedure. In addition, all the staffs are very
professional. highly recommended Dr. Penhaskashi
for periodontal.
-

Sariya Chayutipun (110)
[Dr. P] is such a kind and gentle man.

Mary cleaned my teeth today and she is so
thorough and so good and I can't say enough things to
compliment her on the great job she does every time I
see her. And then Dr. Penhaskashi comes in to check to
make sure everything is okay, and he is such a kind
and gentle man. I have been going there for years and
have never had a complaint. He did surgery on my
gums and it was an excellent job. The office staff is
kind and helpful. I would not hesitate to recommend
them to anyone. They're the BEST!!
-

Rose Solakian (111)
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I always feel better after I’ve been there.
Have been going here for a few years now and
very professional from the office staff to Dr.
Penhaskashi... Although I hate going to the dentist, I
always feel better after I’ve been there.
-

Ellen Johnson (112)

Dr. Penhaskashi was excellent at explaining the gum
procedure I needed…
Dr. Penhaskashi was excellent at explaining the
gum procedure I needed, and the actual surgery went
well. He and his staff were all very personable and
efficient.
-

Marsha Shumer (113)

Dr P and his staff are truly gifted health providers.
Dr P and his staff are truly gifted health
providers. I cannot stress this in strong enough terms.
He is simply the best at what he does and his primary
focus is always your well-being.
-

Steve Gerbson (114)
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I give my entire experience 5 stars!
I recently had an implant placed by Dr.
Penhaskashi and I had never, in my life, experienced
such great dental work! He made me feel at ease by
making sure I was doing well throughout my
procedure. He is very well mannered, very easy
handed, and most of all informative with his
procedures and makes sure you understand what is
exactly being performed.

I must also say that this is one of the fewest times
where I did not feel the anesthesia being
administered due to his gentleness and that to me
is artistry!
Lastly, he has one of the best staffs I have ever
dealt with; they truly try to make the entire
experience stressful and pleasant for the patient
and they did exactly that for me!
I give my entire experience 5 stars and Dr.
Penhaskashi 5 stars also and will absolutely
recommend him to anyone that may need any
periodontal work done and/or implants! Thank
you for such great work!!
-

MDY1 (115)
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Dr. Penhaskashi knows what he is doing.
Dr. Penhaskashi and his team are fantastic. I had
bad experiences with previous dental offices, but Dr.
Penhaskashi knows what he is doing. Their facility has
the most up to date technology and he is very
knowledgeable. I would highly recommend this office.
-

Tim Yu (116)
I trust Dr. P completely!

Today I had periodontal surgery to remove a
tooth and prepare for an implant. Dr. Penhaskashi
and his staff were great! I was given a complete
explanation of the surgery and told step by step what
to expect. Today's surgery went exactly as Dr. P told
me it would. But because all bases were covered, and I
did exactly what I was told to do, I experienced very
little discomfort. I have some discomfort now
afterwards, but I have taken the pain medication
prescribed and it is tolerable. My surgery couldn't
have gone better! I trust Dr. P completely and I have
recommended him to a friend!
-

Annie Glasgow (117)
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…the best dentist surgeon I've ever had in 60 years!
This is the best dentist surgeon I've ever had in 60
years, not only in the US, but also compared to those I
had in France, Israel, in the British and French
Caribbean I never had such extraction where you
don't feel nothing for roots so deeply in the mouth,
after such a light anesthesia, with other doctors, half
of my head was anesthetized for 5 to 6 hours later.
There will never be any other surgeon who will take
care of my mouth, only Dr. Alfred Penhaskashi. I wish
Dr. Alfred Penhaskashi could teach all his fellow
surgeon and dentist to work so clean and so painless.
-

Andre Smadja (118)
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…extremely professional and kind.
As a patient of Dr. Penhaskashi I wanted to
discuss my experience going through the implant
procedure. First, I had to have a tooth extracted and
that experience went quite well. Typically, I heard
from people how bad an experience they went through
with the pain and discomfort, but I have to say that
my experience was the total opposite.

After the extraction, I took my pain meds for only
2 days and found that I was not in any discomfort
or pain. Truthfully, it was much less of discomfort
and pain than having a filling or even a root
canal. I recently had the implant put in and
again, so far, it's been totally fine with little to no
discomfort.
Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff have been
extremely professional and kind. The experience
has been the opposite of what I have heard from
others. Go into the procedure open minded and
have a positive approach to it and you will be
fine.
-

Jerry Sherman (119)
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[Dr. P] is a perfectionist!
Dr P. not only helped my initial gum problem but
has kept me maintain excellent oral health. He is a
perfectionist.
-

Sandy Francis (120)

I really appreciate that after surgery Dr P calls.
Dr Penhaskashi is not only an excellent dentist,
but he is a very kind man. He has treated me for laser
surgery on my gums and is in the process of placing
an implant in me. Both situations were handled very
professionally and very kindly.
His office staff is wonderful especially Pauline, his
nurse and Mary his hygienists. I would highly
recommend Dr P and his staff to anyone.

I am a dental phobic and am now comfortable
enough when I have dental work there. I really
appreciate that after surgery Dr P calls to check
on you and the next day Pauline or his other
nurse phones you also.
-

Arthur Webb (121)
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Everyone warm, friendly, so accommodating.
Painless, not always. But then there's Dr. P and
his staff; Everyone warm, friendly, so accommodating
and the pain vanishes in a sea of smiles. Thank you all
for making every office visit as easy & painless as
possible!

I'm delighted to recommend you to anyone who
needs truly professional periodontic care.
-

Norma Jacobs (122)
Extremely kind, patient and thorough

As I said before, I have been coming to this office
for several years. This is the first time I've come
during the Covid crisis. They were very conscientious
and careful. That was absolutely critical for me given
my lung capacity issues.

I saw a new hygienist (Bahar) who was
extremely kind and patient and thorough. I can't
say enough positive things about this dental
office, and everyone associated with it.
-

Ken Lane (123)
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[They] were able to put my dental phobia at rest.
Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff provide great dental
and periodontal care and were able to put my dental
phobia at rest.
-

Igor Marder (124)

A very knowledgeable, competent, caring dentist.
If you need a very knowledgeable, competent,
caring dentist - Dr. Penhaskashi is the one to select
and see. Pleasant office environment; up-to-date
equipment and technology - all under his meticulous
guidance.
-

Roz Goldstine (125)
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I expected him to go to the extreme to fix the
problem, but…
Quite honestly, just to have my dentist do an
exam, I am shaking and a mess. So, having to go to
Dr. Penhaskashi's practice for a problem I am having
escalated any nerves! The staff were wonderful, as
was he! And what surprised me, was that I expected
him to go to the extreme to fix the problem, but he first
suggested a preventative and a specific routine to see
if it would help the problem. Cannot be more thankful
to my dentist for referring me to this practice.
-

Mikki Lish (126)

I was impressed with the treatment I received…
I was concerned about getting an implant and
didn't know what to expect from the procedure, Dr.
Penhaskashi or the staff. Dr. Penhaskashi is the best! I
couldn't have asked for a better experience.
Everything was explained to me thoroughly and the
Dr. spent a lot of time with me. I was impressed with
the treatment I received from Dr. Penhaskashi's and
his staff was great too.
-

Jodi Levin (127)
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Very positive experience
Dr. Penhaskashi fit me in at the last minute for an
emergency. He was kind, gentle and professional.
Very positive experience and I recommend him highly.
-

Janet Brown (128)
Very caring and understanding of my needs

Dr. P (as I call him) has been a great doctor and
has been very caring and understanding of my needs.
I highly recommend him and I'm very thankful I found
him.
-

Philip Hadad (129)
Better than going to D-land.

Better than going to D-land. Ask for Mary, best
looking Hygienist grandma.
-

Ben Eisner (130)
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I almost look forward to my visits
I have been seeing Dr. P. for years and years.
Strangely, I almost look forward to my visits to see
him and the staff who are always pleasant and make
my visits painless.
-

Phyllis Wilner (131)
His experience pays for itself.

Dr. Penhaskashi's office is the best! The staff is
friendly, helpful and professional. Dr. P does excellent
work and has a great attitude.! I recently had Dr. P
correct 2 failed implants done by my regular dentist in
an effort to save money. I learned the hard way that
you get what you pay for. His experience pays for
itself in the long run which shortens the recovery and
completion time for the implants.

My teeth are a challenge and Dr. P has proven
himself to be up for the challenge! Take my word
for it and go to the implant expert, Dr. Alfred
Penhaskashi!
-

Laurie Briggs (132)
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The professionalism and courtesy provided stand
alone in perfection.
This periodontal office is what all the others
should copy. The professionalism and courtesy
provided stand alone in perfection.
-

Sherwin Davidson (133)
I received great care, attention to detail, and
thorough follow.

I received great care, attention to detail, and
thorough follow up in a complicated and successful
implant procedure. I can unreservedly recommend
Dr. Penhaskashi and his fine office staff.
-

Robert Hanna (134)

Everyone who works in the office is kind, caring, and
very professional.
The office is lovely, and more importantly,
everyone who works in the office is kind, caring, and
very professional. I have been a patient for several
years, and absolutely recommend Dr. Penhaskashi
and his staff.
-

Lynn Rinker (135)
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They are exceptionally professional…
I have been seeing this amazing team of Dr
Penhaskashi, the hygienists, and the front desk staff
for over 8 years now. They are exceptionally
professional, on top of the latest trends in dental
practice, caring, and intellectually as well as
personally interested in your dental treatment. I
highly recommend this office to all my relatives and
friends. respectfully submitted, Holly Schij
-

Holly Ann (136)
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[Dr. P] was very careful and caring during the
surgery…
Dr. Penhaskashi performed a gum graft on me a
few months ago. He was amazing! I had had a graft
done ten years before that and experienced quite a bit
of pain. This time, under Dr. Penhaskashi's care, the
pain was endurable on day one and almost nonexistent on day two. I took some pain meds the first
day after the anesthesia wore off, but day two I took
nothing. Not even an aspirin. But more importantly,
the surgery was a complete success. The graft took
well and the condition is much improved. He was very
careful and caring during the surgery, checking with
me frequently to make sure I was comfortable, or as
comfortable as possible. Obviously, I hope to never
have to have this surgery again, but if I do, it will
definitely be with Dr. Penhaskashi.
-

Michael Lange (137)
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The man knows his business…
I have been a patient for about 10 years. During
that time I have had 4 implants, the last about a year
ago. All are perfect. The man knows his business. His
staff is excellent and I have never had a problem with
anything. I would highly recommend him.
-

Robert Normandy (138)

“Super caring…”
Super caring, gentle and professional. Every
staff member makes one feel comfortable and safe. Dr.
Penhaskashi has the best personality and professional
decorum of any doctor I've met. He makes what could
be a terrifying experience very comforting. I highly
recommend Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff.
-

Millie Cruz (139)
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“Wonderful experience…”
Wonderful Experience! Excellent atmosphere,
staff is very friendly, Dr. Penhaskashi is very
experienced and keeps the office vibes very positive. I
recommend anyone who plans to do implants should
visit him once.
-

Uzma Khan (140)

“He runs the office like a well-oiled machine”
Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff are extremely
professional. After a lengthy procedure, I can say, I
was provided detailed information from the first
appointment to current, including billing and all
follow up visits. His office runs like a well-oiled
machine, and I appreciate that.
-

Theresa Conte (141)
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“I trust him.”
I just went for a consultation the other day,
and found Dr. Penhaskashi to be extremely
professional, knowledgeable, and thorough. He
explained my options in detail and I feel confident that
he is an expert in his field. I trust him. Additionally, his
office staff is among the most helpful and nicest that I
have encountered. They made my visit very pleasant
as well as being very instructive.
-

Janine Pariser (142)
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“Dr. P is amazing”
The Dr and his staff are so professional as well
as caring. The idea is to make their patients as
comfortable as possible. Dr P is amazing I would
never hesitate to use him again.
-

Trena Berk (143)

“Everything was done with utmost care”
He is skilled and professional. His staff is
excellent. Everything was done with utmost care. I
would recommend Dr. P to anyone in need of skilled
dental services.
-

Mark Shrager (144)
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“Very thorough explanation…”
Very thorough explanation of the detailed
procedure operation entailed. He also shared things I
can do every day which can improve my condition.
.
-

Cory Abouaf (145)

“Dr P is on top of it..”
Great service, staff is awesome, and I definitely
recommend them for all your family & friends. Dr P is
on top of it & takes good care of his patients. Thank
you all.
-

Emad Bassali (146)
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“…engaging and friendly”
Dentist and staff were engaging and friendly,
which made the process of surgery much easier to
handle.
-

Camille Ortanez (147)

“…engaging and friendly”
I had gotten my appointment days mixed up
and they handled it beautifully and managed to get
me in the next day and you know that is a feat because
they are always booked in advance, and I was very
happy with the lady I got who did an excellent job!
-

Rose Solakian (148)
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“…very grateful”
Excellent service and office crew very
professional, very happy and high improvements done
since I began my dental treatment with Dr Alfred. I’m
very grateful.
-

Juan Ocampo (149)

“…a lovely, welcoming staff”
Dr. Penhaskashi has a lovely, welcoming staff,
from the front office to the hygienists. I am a longstanding patient and have had only positive
experiences. I highly recommend this office for the
aforementioned reasons, as well as their competence.
-

Anonymous long-standing patient (150)
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“A pleasure!”
A pleasure! All the staff was so warm and
helpful. Dr. explained things very well. I would
recommend this office to everyone!
-

Janis Shein (151)

“…the top line of care...”
All of the staff members, including the doctor,
are professional, friendly, efficient, and provide the
top line of care with perfect results.
-

Barbara Baldwin (152)
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“you want all this at a doctor’s office…”
Clean office, friendly staff, validated parking,
and not too long of a wait- you want all this at a
doctor's office, and you get it here. Plus, any treatment
I or my family has had done here was very
successfully.
I also like that Dr. Pen does not seem to jump
directly into surgery mode or expensive treatment
without seeing if problems can resolve themselves or
another way.
-

Jane Diamond (153)
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“He was reassuring and had a calming presence…”
Dr. Penhaskashi is great! He took the time to
coordinate with my referring dentist and got a real
sense of my case and needs. He was reassuring and
had a calming presence. His staff are all friendly and
knowledgeable. Highly recommend Dr. Penhaskashi!
-

Jennifer Cory (153)

“Super…”
Dr Penhaskashi is Super. The office staff as
well. I would recommend this Dental office to
everyone.
-

Rodney Miller (154)
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“Professional and confident.”
Professional and confident. Made me feel at
ease and assured of his expertise. Enjoyed his humor
and friendliness. Staff very nice and accommodating.
-

Linda Forsythe (155)

“I love the service...”
I have been a patient for over 10 years. I love
the service provided by Dr. Penhaskashi and their
staff members. They are professional and personable
at the same time. I would chance my insurance
provider before I change my dentist.
-

Matthew Charles (156)
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“...a very highly trusted person and doctor.”
Outstanding! The staff was very pleasant, the
environment is highly professional, the doctor and
staff were very thorough and detailed in examination
as well as explanation of the outcome. I highly
recommend the doctor and his staff. The treatment I
got was also exemplary! He is a very highly trusted
person and doctor.
-

Paul Collins-Beltz (157)
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“He was very calming!”
The entire staff is very friendly and
accommodating. The Doctor took the time to listen to
me, and really hear what I was saying. He offered me
several options for my teeth.
He was very calming! I have decided to have
him do my procedure after consulting with 4 doctors.
Dr. Penhaskashi put me at ease. They also worked
with me and gave me several options so that I could
afford what I needed to get done.
-

Anonymous patient (158)
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“I trust him.”
I would not use anyone else but Dr. P. He has
done six implants for me, and next is two more. I trust
him. He is very knowledgeable. He cares for his
patients and has a sense of humor!
-

Clyde Shigeta (159)

“I recommend without reservation.”
My mouth, teeth and gums have been in the
hands, literally, of Dr. Penhaskshi for many years. It's
always been a pleasant experience from the minute I
walk through the door. I cannot speak too highly of
everyone, especially Mary my hygienist, and Dr. P
himself. The treatments I've received have gone
without a hitch and after anything major Dr. P.
follows up with a call to the house to make sure all is
well. I recommend without reservation.
-

Diane Engstrom (160)
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“…my experience was very pleasant…”
Other than this being a visit to the dentist and
now facing an extraction and implant, I would say my
experience was very pleasant, informative, personal
and professional.
-

Anonymous patient (161)

“…this is THE man.”
No better professional approach to dentistry
than Dr. P. It includes warm personal approach to
patient, outstanding dental work achievement, just
about painless, outstanding follow up, very good
professional staff all around him. For anyone needing
any dental work, this is THE man.
-

Hugo Dershowitz (162)
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“He explained everything…”
So far very happy and impressed, I was able to
schedule step one for Thursday. No waiting. He
explained everything; clarified where I had questions
listened to my concerns.
-

Cheryl Aisoff (163)

“…top notch.”
The office staff are amazing. The doctor is top
notch. I cannot recommend highly enough.
-

Jason Lamborne (164)
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“Very satisfied.”
Dr. P and his staff are both professional and
very friendly, Fine work from a great group. Very
satisfied.
-

Phil Haddad (165)

“…he put me as ease...”
Everybody was warm and welcoming. I was
very nervous about needing to see Dr. Penhaskashi at
all, but he put me at ease and clearly explained what
he saw and how he advised me to proceed.
-

Anonymous patient (166)
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“Very friendly, professional…”
Very friendly, professional, and informative. I
feel very comfortable moving forward with my
extensive procedures.
-

Rick Grover (167)

“…the only doctor I would see.”
Great honest and quick evaluation and care.
Dr Penhaskashi was the only doctor I would see.
-

Michael Rola (168)
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“…treat you like family.”
Their team treat you like family. I was very
impressed thanks to everyone for calming my nerves.
-

Steve Poirier (169)

“…the doctor took the time to talk with me…”
Appreciate the time the doctor took to talk with
me to reassure me of the work I would be having done.
Entire office was great. Would not hesitate to come
back to have work done again in future.
-

Debra Sandhu (170)
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“…simply the best.”
I am very pleased with the quality and
thoroughness of Dr. Penhaskashi's work and the
friendliness of his staff. I highly recommend him to
anyone who needs dental implant services. He and his
staff are simply the best.
-

John Chilton (171)

“…not in a hurry [like most dentists].”
He really took his time to explain everything to
me and answered all my questions and was not in a
hurry like most dentists. He seemed like he really
cared.
-

Anonymous patient (172)
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“…very confident I was in good hands.”
Each of the staff was very friendly and quite
helpful. Dr. Penhaskashi was also pleasant and
extremely knowledgeable. He answered all my
questions in detail and seemed very caring. I left the
office feeling very confident that I was in good hands
for any future dental work.
-

Arthur Weiss (173)

“Very happy.”
Everything was great. I felt very comfortable
with Dr. P and he has a terrific set-up and staff. I tend
to get anxious about a few things and I'll never feel
that way again. All of it was over before I knew it.
Can't wait for my next appointment (OK, maybe that
was a bit of an exaggeration). Very happy.
-

Roland Wrinkle (174)
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“…extremely professional and kind.”
As a patient of Dr. Penhaskashi, I wanted to
discuss my experience going through the implant
procedure. First of all, I had to have a tooth extracted
and that experience went quite well. Typically, I heard
from people how bad an experience they went through
with the pain and discomfort, but I have to say that
my experience was the total opposite. After the
extraction I took my pain meds for only two days and
found that I was not in any discomfort or pain.
Truthfully, it was much less of discomfort and pain
than having a filling or even a root canal.
I recently had the implant put in and again so
far, it's been totally fine with little to no discomfort.
Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff have been extremely
professional and kind.
-

Jerry Sherman (175)
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“…kind, understanding, and knowledgeable.”
It's always amazing. Not that I love doctor's
appointments in general; however, when I'm here, I
know everyone will be kind, understanding, and
knowledgeable. They will explain everything. Check
and recheck with the patient and treat me well.
Seriously, I'm very lucky my dentist referred me to
this office. Very lucky.
-

Lesly Spear (176)

“…salvaged all my teeth despite [tissue problems].”
Dr. Penhaskashi managed to salvage all my
teeth despite extreme tissue problems. Mary, my
hygienist, is very thorough in maintenance. I am
conscious in my own care. I have defied the likelihoods
from my starting point.
-

Barbara Harmon (177)
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“…helpful, professional...”
The entire staff was helpful, professional and
extremely pleasant. I received a complete explanation
from the Dr of what my options are for future dental
work.
-

Margaret Gage (178)

“I wouldn’t go anywhere else.”
I have been coming to this office for 30 years. I
wouldn’t go anywhere else. The doctor is very
knowledgeable and caring. The staff is also.
-

Abby Brown (179)
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“…one of the best dental experiences I’ve ever had.”
Everyone treated me with kindness and
consideration, explaining everything to me and the
options available to me given the circumstances of my
treatment. This was one of the best dental experiences
I have ever had.
-

Trevor Oliver (180)

“…so happy I found a new great dentist.”
Very professional and nice. I have a serious
problem. He will consult with my main doctor and
come up with a plan for me. I so happy found new
great dentist.
-

Brett Williams (181)
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“This is a quality operation in all aspects.”
The office staff was more than capable. Upon
arrival I was cheerfully greeted and offered coffee or
water while I waited. The staff was very
knowledgeable and explained all upcoming
procedures, the recovery period involved, and the cost.
The various payment options were also explained.
Parking was free. This is a quality operation in all
aspects.
-

Robert Normandy (182)
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“The experience was wonderful.”
The experience was wonderful. The staff and
the doctor were great. I highly recommend this
practice.
-

Mariela Carter (183)

“Excellent customer service.”
Excellent customer service; friendly and
helpful staff! Dr. Penhaskashi was really great in
describing the situation and next steps.
-

Anonymous patient (184)
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“…I feel I’m good hands with Dr. Penhaskashi.”
Dr Penhaskashi and all of his staff members
are super nice and friendly. They listen to my needs
and make sure that they are met and I'm comfortable.
After we talked and he went to work, he seems very
knowledgeable and professional. Dr Alfred explained
well what the next steps are, how to get there, and the
timeline.
Overall, I feel like I'm in good hands with Dr.
Penhaskashi.
-

Anonymous patient (185)
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“They are all friendly and helpful.”
I have been seeing Dr. P and his staff for the
last few years and due to all their suggestions, I have
improved my dental health. They are all very friendly
and helpful. Thank you all.
-

Anonymous patient (186)

“Positive experience all across...”
Positive experience all-across from friendly
staff to a friendly yet professional doctor. Dr. P
answered all my questions and concerns and made
sure I understood the process for my treatment etc.
Thank you to the team!
-

Lala Ohanian (187)
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“…always friendly and courteous.”
I see Dr. Penhaskashi every six months and
have never had a bad experience in the many years
(more than 10) that I have been going to his dental
office.
The office staff are always very friendly and
courteous. The hygienists are top notch. Dr.
Penhaskashi gives very individualized treatment to
each patient and is always concerned about any issues
I might have. I highly recommend this dental office for
quality periodontal care!
-

Anonymous patient (188)
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“The whole experience was very professional.”
The whole experience was very professional.
The receptionist was most cheerful and helpful. Mary,
the hygienist did a VERY thorough job. Dr.
Penhaskashi listened to my concerns and gave very
helpful advice.
-

Anonymous patient (189)

“The whole experience was very professional.”
It`s always a pleasure to visit your office. Your
staff is always pleasant and helpful, and Darlene takes
great care of me. Dr. P is the best.
-

Timothy Johnston (190)
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“[Dr. P] and his staff are wonderful.”
Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff are wonderful.
The staff is friendly and helpful, and I love that Dr.
Penhaskashi always takes his time with you to explain
options and procedures. I highly recommend him. I
have been coming here for many years and have never
had a bad experience.
-

Anonymous patient (191)

“…always satisfied with the service.”
I am always satisfied with the service I get
every time I go for Visit, Thank you.
-

Anonymous patient (192)
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“…looks you in the eye and seem to truly care...”
Dr. Penhaskashi was very thorough with his
examination and explained an upcoming procedure in
great detail. He answered all questions without
making me feel hurried and let me know in detail
what to expect. Great experience with a professional
that looks you in the eye and seems to truly care about
helping to make things right. The office staff and
assistants clearly follow his lead, as they were all very
professional and excellent in explaining procedure. I
left the office with great confidence that they will be an
excellent choice for my upcoming dental work.
-

Doug Hanson (193)
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“The work is impeccable...”
Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff are so
professional and caring. I have been a patient for over
two years, and they always make me feel comfortable.
The work is impeccable, and I truly feel I am in great
hands.
-

Susan Oliver (194)

“All and all, it was very pleasant.”
Dr. Penhaskashi was very thorough in my
examination and told me about all the options I had.
Enjoyed our conversation. All and all, it was very
pleasant. I would recommend him to anyone.
-

Alan Waite (195)
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“His staff is excellent.”
I have been seeing Dr. Penhaskashi for years.
He has been very helpful and thorough with my
situation. His staff his excellent.
-

David Forensic (196)

“well-run doctor’s office.”
I don't know of a doctor's office that's run as
well and a doctor and hygienist (Mary) in whom I
have as much confidence.
-

William Kuhne (197)
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“I had a very good experience…”
Dr. Penhaskashi and his staff were very
friendly and helpful. I had a very good experience in
this office. I have recommended Dr. Penhaskashi to a
friend.
-

Annie Glasgow (198)

“Great office.”
Great Office. Dedicated staff & very
professional doctor. Pleasant environment. I definitely
recommend this office for all your periodontal needs.
Thank you Dr. Penhaskashi.
-

Emad Bassali (199)
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“…kind, gentle, and goes the extra mile...”
This was my first visit to Dr. Penhaskashi.
Unfortunately, not my last, but I do not mind. My first
experience, while somewhat painful, was wonderful.
His method of giving the Novocain injection was
almost magic, I hardly felt it. The actual gum surgery
was also far less painful than I expected. I am not
dreading my next appointment, like I usually do with
the dentist. The best part is that he obviously really
cares about his patients.
He is kind, gentle and goes the extra mile to
make sure your visit is not something you never want
to do again. The whole staff is happy and appear to
enjoy working for him, which to me, says a great deal.
Thank you.
-

Emad Bassali (200)
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“…they explained exactly what was going on...”
Everyone was really friendly, and they
explained exactly what was going on during my
procedure. I would highly recommend Dr.
Penhaskashi to anyone needing dental work.
-

Catherine Gronkiewicz (201)

“Dr P is an excellent Periodontist...”
I’ve been a patient of Dr Penhashkashi for over
10 years and have had gingival surgery, dental
implants, and yearly dental cleanings. Dr P is an
excellent Periodontist and would highly recommend
him and his hygienists. His staff has been with him for
many years and are very accommodating.
-

Larry Brandis (202)
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ABOUT DR. ALFRED PENHASKASHI
From patient care and staff
support to his commitment to
dental community education, Dr.
Alfred Penhaskashi, or “Dr. P.,”
stands firm on his belief that
health and wellness start with
clear communication and
compassionate patient care.
He maintains a private practice
specializing in periodontics, periodontal laser therapy,
periodontal plastic surgery and implant reconstructive
surgery in the Encino area of Los Angeles. In addition,
Dr. P.’s continuous life pursuit is being a master
clinician in his pursuit of excellence in oral surgery.
To balance patient care with personal care, Dr. P.
enjoys spending time with his lovely wife, Tracy, and
their three active sons, along with the family mascot
Bailey, a rambunctious goldendoodle. Many weekends
you may find him enjoying food, friends, and ice cream
while dining in Manhattan Beach or reclining under a
tree in Cambria reading one of his favorite books, The
Boys in the Boat by Daniel James Brown.
Dr. Penhashashi can be reached at his office in Encino,
CA at (818) 788-7091.
His treatment philosophy and additional information
can be found at www.minimallyinvasiveperio.com
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A L FR E D
P E NHA S KA SH I

From patient care and staff support to his
commitment to dental community education,
Dr. Alfred Penhaskashi, or “Dr. P.,” stands firm
on his belief that health and wellness start with
clear communication and compassionate patient
care.

Great thanks and appreciation for the amazing
5-star reviews from our patients. To read
hundreds more great reviews, please capture
the QR code below with your smartphone app.
On our Website

On Google

On Yelp

On YouTube

On Facebook

On Demandforce

